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I don't know how long it took until Bai nianxi began to regret the kiss, otherwise it
would not have been so tossing!

Two people tired of sleep in the past, wake up, has arrived at dusk.

The beautiful and gorgeous light of the setting sun shines in from the window,
sprinkles golden everywhere, and the atmosphere is quiet and beautiful.

Although they had a quarrel before, they didn't communicate with each other about it
later, but everything was in silence, which was resolved by the tender tenderness.

Bai nianxi's eyelashes trembled and swept over Kang Mobei's face. Kang Mobei
noticed a slight itch. He turned his head and printed a kiss on Bai nianxi's forehead.
"Wake up?"

"Well." Bai nianxi's voice is also a little hoarse.

"How dumb is your voice?"

Bai nianxi didn't speak.

The corner of his mouth raised a smile and said maliciously, "it seems that next time
I'll take it easy, and I won't let your voice break."

……

When on earth can this person not be so evil!

Bai nianxi pushed Kang Mobei's chest hard and turned his back.

Kangmobei turned Bai nianxi over again and fished him back into his arms. "I think
about it."



White read Xi Leng Leng, "think good what?"

"I think I will never let you go in the future." "No matter what you say or do, I will
never let go and never leave you alone," he said

After a warm heart, Bai nianxi felt warm from head to foot, but he still snored and
pretended to laugh: "what do you mean is that you, President of Kangda, will be a
shameless and stubborn person from now on?"

"If the object is you, it's not bad to be a brazen and persistent person."

……

He stayed in bed until it was dark, and the setting sun completely faded. Bai nianxi
finally got up. Kang Mobei had already got out of bed, dressed and made coffee.

Bai nianxi came down from the bed, "are you going back?"

"Where are you going?"

"Go home."

Kangmo North Shi ran glanced at Bai nianxi, "where you are, it's home."

Bai nianxi had nothing to say, and suddenly remembered, "Lolo will come over later."

Kang Mo North discontented slightly frowned, "I let Secretary Xing send him home."

Bai nianxi's face pulled out a strange smile, "your son's home, and your home, is not
the same?"

Conmber shook his head. "When he finds his wife, he will have a family."

The radian of Bai nianxi's mouth returned to a straight line. "Do you know how many
years will it take your son to have a wife?"

"But I've been waiting for my wife for many years. And, my wife, she keeps saying
she's going to leave me. "

Bai nianxi was speechless.

Mu Rushuang is sitting in her office, looking at the time on her watch. When
kangmobei leaves the company in the morning, her people tell her that kangmobei has
gone to find Bai nianxi.



For her to block the face of the sulfuric acid, for her hurt.

Now, Kangmo North went to the hotel where Bai nianxi stayed, and had been in it for
eight hours.

Eight hours, single man and few women, what will kangmobei do to Bai nianxi?

Think of here, mu Rushuang's eyes can't help a little sour and red.

If in the past, she could still suppress the surging jealousy in her heart, but now, combo
North has engaged with her! The engagement ceremony will be held in half a month.

But no matter whether it's body or heart, conmobei gave Bai nianxi everything he had,
leaving her nothing!

If people have desire, but not satisfied, is the beginning of pain.

Can be more painful, is that the desire has been a little bit satisfied, that kind of
satisfaction, people will be crazy to want more.

Thinking, mu Rushuang's hand has been shaking slightly.

Mu Sili is also sitting in his office. He is looking at the document seriously. Suddenly,
the door of the company is pushed open and mu Rushuang comes in.

Mu Sili's brow slightly frowned. He could feel that today mu Rushun's strength of
pushing the door was much stronger than before.

Head up and down, continue to look at the hand of the document, "you now, temper
more and more out of control."

"I don't believe you didn't know they were together all afternoon!" Mu Rushuang came
to Mu Sili with an excited look.

Mu Sili didn't answer mu Rushuang's words. He signed his name on a document. After
signing, he said, "I know, so what?"

"What will they do after they have been alone for so long? Are you..." Mu Rushuang's
face turned red and didn't go on.

After a pause, he said: "one of them is your fiance, the other is my fiance. Are we
going to watch them together like this?""Otherwise?" Musi looked at Xiangmu like
frost, and there was no expression on his face. "Can you make kangmobei change his



mind?"

"Brother!" Mu Rushun stamped his foot in a hurry.

It is clear that he also likes Bai nianxi, but how can he act as if nothing happened?
How can he be so indifferent when he sees Bai nianxi with other men!

"Urgency can't change anything." Mu Sili's voice is faint, and mu Rushun's attitude
forms a sharp contrast, "also, she is not my fiancee, at least, not now."

Mu Sili's words remind mu Rushuang that Mu Liancheng has promised her to get
engaged to Mu Sili and Bai nianxi. How come now, a week has passed, and there is no
movement?

Mu Rushuang didn't stay here any longer, but turned around and went out to find Mu
Liancheng.

There was only one person left in the office. What mu Rushuang said didn't touch him
completely.

It was only when he knew that Gu xuanlin poured sulfuric acid on Bai nianxi, and
kangmobei blocked it for her, that he seemed to realize the importance of Bai nianxi in
kangmobei's heart.

Also just really see clearly, he is impossible to rob Bai nianxi from the side of Kang
Mo north.

What if Bai nianxi really becomes his fiancee? She still can't be his person.

I don't know how long it took to sit in, but a phone call came over, and Mu Sili got
through. It was Mu Liancheng.

"Tomorrow morning's shareholders' meeting, you remember to make time to attend."

"Shareholders' meeting?" Mousse from the performance of little interest, "Dad, you
just host, you and those shareholders, their friendship is deeper."

"It's the annual general meeting." Mu Liancheng said.

Unlike the regular shareholders' meeting in the group, the annual shareholders'
meeting is open to the media. In addition to many shareholders and senior
management of the company, there are also many reporters on the scene.

The general meeting of shareholders is also held for shareholders to see, and the



purpose is to realize the full transparency of the company's operating conditions and
financial problems.

Musi felt something vaguely and frowned, "according to the usual practice in previous
years, the general meeting of shareholders is still one month away. Dad, why did you
suddenly advance it?"

"For what else?" Mu Liancheng said: "it's not to get your marriage settled before
Rushun's engagement?"
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